
TANA MAA TV Super Singer contest preliminary round at Detroit 

 

TANA MAA TV Super Singer contest preliminary round at Detroit was a huge success 

with a floating crowd of 500-600 from 2:00PM to 9:00PM at Bharatiya Temple 

Auditorium in Troy MI. The contest was between 45 talented singers from Midwest 

region of North America. Singers from various Midwest cities like Chicago, 

Cleveland, Milwaukee, Kansas city, Saginaw, Indianapolis etc. enthralled Detroit 

audiences with their talent and passion of Telugu music. Audiences included all cross 

sections of Detroit Telugu Community including several visiting elders and parents from 

AP.  

  

There were 35 participants from various Midwest cities ..  

 

 
Deepika and Shilpa Uppuluri (a.k.a The Nightingale Sisters of Hyderabad), selected by 

TANA MAATV North American Super Singer committee, were judges for the 

competition. As you might have known, Deepika and Shilpa Uppuluri sisters were 

finalists for ETV Sye Singers Challenge and Deepika was the finalist for ETV's 

"Paadalani unnadhi" hosted by the Legend Sri SP Balasubramaniam. In addition they 

gave several concerts in at TANA 2003 in North America and Kuwait.  

  

Among 35 singers, there were 10 singers that were selected for round II. Every 

participant received a Certificate of Participation from Ramana Mudeganti, President, 

Detroit Telugu Association and Sri. Lokeswara Rao Edara, TANA Foundation Chair. 

  



Nightingale Sisters of Hyderabad enthralled the audiences with their talent by presenting 

some of their choicest songs.  

  

Participants from round II brought out their sheer talent by presenting some of their 

melodies. Quality and Choice of songs received huge applauses. The round II included  

 
Leeshika Pinnamaneni from Indianapolis IN, who received huge applause from audience 

for her effort to compete despite her personal limitation.  

  

Following 4 singers who made it to round III after intense evaluations from judges.  

1) Praveen Jaligama from Chicago IL 

2) Somashekar Duppi fro Cleveland OH 

3) Bhanu Lavanya from Milwaukee, WI 

4) Adarsh Menon from Detroit, MI 

  

The round III singing took the competition upped the ante in terms of talent and choice of 

songs. Judges were not able to decide between round III participants and asked for round 

IV between Bhanu Lavanya and Adarsh Menon.  

  

Dr Babu Vadlamudi, Telugu community leader, poet was the Chief Guest of the evening. 

He congratulated all participants of Detroit preliminary round of TANA MAATV Super 

Singer contest.  

  

Sagar MaramReddy, Jt. Treasurer (elect) TANA thanked judges and participants 

specially from other cities for making special efforts to travel and participant in the 

Detroit preliminaries. Ravi Vallabhaneni, TANA Midwest regional VP (elect) thanked 

visiting judges by presenting them with recognition plaques and flower bouquet. TANA 



executive committee members Dilip Kichipudi, Lokeswara Rao Eedara, Srinivas 

Gogineni were invited onto the stage during presentations. 

  

Venkat Aekka, cultural enthusiast and TANA MAATV Detroit prelims event coordinator 

was the anchor for the evening and also presented a melodious song during the break.  

  

Venkat Aekka thanked all volunteers for their efforts to make Detroit prelims a grand 

success. The event would not have been possible without groundwork by Ramana 

Mudeganti, Srikanth Chaava, Chandra Kompelli, Krisha Prasad, Chenchu Reddy & 

Balaji 

  

The finalists from Detroit prelims of TANA - MAATV Super Singer contest are  

  

1) Praveen Jaligama from Chicago IL 

2) Adarsh Menon from Detroit, MI 

 

 
 


